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cases the approach Is difficult. If it ever arrives at all,
the fame of these creators is posthumous, and often delayed
for several centuries. Ostwald's opinion that, at the most,
a highly gifted mind of to-day would obtain recognition
within a decade or so was not, I hope, intended to reach
beyond the realm of technical discoveries; for, if so, such
an assertion would be extremely ludicrous.
There is another point of particular importance to which
I feel I ought to refer. The solution of the problem
in Faust, in the Parsifal of Wagner, in Schopenhauer,
even in Nietzsche's Zarathustra, is religious. That
Spitteler is also drawn towards a religious setting is
therefore not to be wondered at. When a problem is
accepted as religious, it gains a psychological significance
of immense importance ; a value is involved which relates
to the whole of man, hence also the unconscious (the realm
of the gods, the other world, etc.). With Spitteler the
religious form possesses such an exuberant wealth that
its specially religious quality los^s in depth, although it
certainly gains in mythological richness, in archaic as
well as prospective symbolism. The luxuriating mytho-
logical web makes the work difficult of approach, as it
also tends to shroud the problem from comprehension and,
a possible solution. The abstruse, grotesque, and uncouth
quality that always clings to mythological exuberance
hinders the flow of sympathy, alienates one's sensibility
from the work, and gives the whole work a rather dis-
agreeable suggestion of a certain type of originality
which can only successfully escape the charge of psychic
abnormality by a painstaking and scrupulous adaptation in
other directions. However fatiguing and unpalatable such
mythological exuberance may be, it has the advantage of
allowing the symbol to expand and develop in a relatively
unconscious unfolding, whereby the conscious wits of the
poet are quite at a loss as to how to assist in the expression

